
A cutting edge program built to give today’s modern day player exactly
what’s needed to achieve true success.

Beginnings of Travel Ball

When travel baseball became popular in the early 2000’s, it was designed to give the more talented players the
ability to go and play against the best competition. With only one provider and one age division, it was
exclusivity at its finest.

Fast forward 20+ years, the travel ball industry’s dynamic has drastically changed and not for the better. The
saturation of travel ball organizations, immoral tournament providers, and all the artful deception that goes
hand in hand with these entities, it is clear that this model has lost its authenticity.

If the system is broken, it is our inclination to fix it rather than to fight it. From this day forward, we will be fully
committed to build a program that prioritizes player development and liberates our player’s families from the
handcuffs of “travel ball” as we know it.

Expos Enlightenment

Let’s start off by asking the most important questions we can. “What is it that we want most for our players?” or
“What is most important for our players?”

These are questions that most of us feel we’ve innately answered but truly ones that often go misplaced.

As parents, we can all agree on a few things relating to our children’s involvement in organized sports:

1. We want them to have an overall joyous experience.
2. We expect them to strive to give their best efforts to align with their goals they intend to achieve.
3. We would prefer to see them have a transformational experience that will enrich their lives in all facets.
4. We want them to optimize their skills and tools to the best of their ability and experience success.
5. We want them to learn integral principles and values along the way that will guide them to become the

best versions of themselves.

It is our sole purpose to build a program that will encompass these factors and we are prepared to go
to any lengths to achieve just that.



The Hard Truth

The biggest trap and fallacy of travel ball is organizations wrongly giving players the idea that they “are good
enough” and selling them on paying thousands of dollars to go to big events to get exposure and be seen by
college coaches and scouts. The problem is, the vast majority of these players have not developed the tools
and skills that the college coaches & scouts are looking for. The player becomes discouraged and can’t
understand why they aren’t getting noticed and recruited by the big schools the travel organization sold to
them. The player’s self esteem plummets and they lose the love and passion for the game. Every game feels
like a job interview and they are so much on nerves, they become yipped up and their skills diminish as a
result.

This isn’t healthy or necessary for developing young men. The player was deceived and mis-served by his
travel organization. He put his eggs in the wrong basket. Rather than spending thousands of dollars and
plummeting mental health to play in front of coaches that frankly he wasn’t ready to play in front of, the player
should have put his eggs in the Player Development basket. Taking this route, he can build himself up both
physically and mentally in a positive learning environment to enhance his game to be able to maximize his
potential and become the best version of himself. This is the player that gets recruited, goes to the right school
where he fits in, and he is productive both on and off the field when he goes there.

It’s 2022, if you are good enough they will find you. You don’t need to spend thousands of dollars on recruiting
services and traveling all over the country to get seen by college coaches. In today’s world of social media,
coaches from all over the country can evaluate you from thousands of miles away. Again, if you are good
enough they will come to you. If you aren’t good enough, they won’t. Bottomline. If you want to be the guy that
makes it, you need to train. You need to train hard and you need to train the right way if you want real results.

The wise route that is in a prospective player’s best interest in today’s baseball world is to put their eggs in the
Player Development basket and train to become the best player that they can be.

New Direction of Player Development

“Provide the kids what they NEED and not what they WANT.
Educate them as to why!” - Coach David Klein

The goal is NOT to be better than other programs. The goal is to be completely different.



We at MVP specialize in Player Development for baseball performance. We are the best at it. When players
work with us for an extended period of time, they get better. The numbers and the results do not lie. The
players that have trained in our Player Development Program have developed better measurable tools and
perform on the field better than the players that have not. Period.

There is a reason that year after year opposing travel ball organizations attempt to “steal away” players that
have trained and developed in our program. We invest in the players, put in the time and hard work, and the
players get exponentially better. We train and improve abilities that others can’t. We have the expertise and we
train optimally to improve the skills that matter. We get real results.

So let’s just address the elephant in the room head on. You may be thinking, so are you getting rid of travel
ball? That’s not the case, but we are utilizing it appropriately to satisfy the best interest of the players, and we
are not allowing the corruption of travel ball to handcuff the mission of our program. Attending the right travel
tournament events when appropriate is one tool within a large toolbox.

Goals of newly designed program:
● Speed up skill acquisition
● Get our weekends back
● Differentiating ourselves
● Attract more coaches
● Serve more players
● Build community

How We Do It

All of our coaches and our training facilities will now be fully dedicated to our player development program. We
have minimized public offerings in efforts to properly allocate the necessary time and resources to our players.
Check out our Program Overview below:



Player Development Prospect Team Program Overview
Age Divisions 8u-12u
November ‘22 - May ‘23

Routing Training Schedule:

● Player’s Skills & Strength Training - (3hrs. per week) - Monday & Thursday
● Team Practice/Baseball IQ Workshops - (1.5hrs. per week) - Wednesday
● League Play - (1hr. per week) - Saturday
● Instructional Exhibitions - TBA

Supplemental Training Camps:
(Training camps are not included in pricing. Player Development Program Students will receive 20% OFF)

● Pitching Camp (8 weeks | Jan. 3 - Feb. 21)
● Defensive Specialist Camp (4 weeks | Feb. 28 - Mar. 21)
● Spring Training Camp (4 weeks | Mar. 29 - Apr. 18)

Tournament Events:
(Tournaments are not included in pricing. Fundraising will be available.)

● Event #1: April 29-May 1 Williams Harley Davidson @ Diamond Nation - 3gg - Flemington, NJ

● Event #2: May 19 or 26 Weekend @ Ripken (awaiting 2023 schedule release)



Age Divisions 13u-18u
November ‘22 - February ‘23 | School Ball Break April-May | Program Resumes June-July

Routine Training Schedule:

● Player’s Skills & Strength Training - (4.5hrs. per week) - Monday, Wednesday & Thursday
● Team Practice/Baseball IQ Workshops - (1.5hrs. per week) - Tuesday or Friday
● League Play - (1hr. per week) - Saturday
● Instructional Exhibitions - TBA

Supplemental Training Camps:
(Training camps are not included in pricing. Player Development Program Students will receive 20% OFF)

● Pitching Camp (8 weeks | Jan. 3 - Feb. 21)
● Defensive Specialist Camp (4 weeks | Feb. 28 - Mar. 21)

Tournament Events:
(Tournaments are not included in pricing. Fundraising will be available.)

● Event #1: June 22-25 13th Annual Cap Classic - 5gg - Pittsburgh, PA

● Event #2: Late July TBA



Leaving the Old Behind

We do not want to offend anyone by calling out the downsides of travel ball as we know many travel ball
coaches/programs have good intentions but anyone who takes a genuine look at the overall model can see
why we are moving in a different direction.

Weekend tournaments are a time and money suck. You are paying money to immoral tournament providers
whose only goal is to run as many teams through the tournament as possible in the least amount of time.
When you coordinate your own competition EVERYTHING is better. You can decide who, when and where you
want to play. You can design the game experience to your liking. Every downside of travel ball is removed.

When you free yourself from travel ball tournaments you get your weekends, family and life back. Tournaments
are NOT a necessary evil. There is another way. When you unshackle from travel ball you have the flexibility to
serve kids in a much more unique and memorable way that most importantly impacts them the greatest.

Young players restricted for who and where they can play baseball is a thing of the past.
Let the kids play!


